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ABSTRACT
Autonomous vehicles requires good learning models which,

in turn, require a large amount of real-world sensor training

data. Unfortunately, the staggering volume of data produced

by in-vehicle sensors, especially the cameras, make both local

storage and transmission of this data to the cloud for training

prohibitively expensive. In this work, we explore techniques

for reducing video frames in away that the quality of training

for autonomous vehicles is minimally affected. We particu-

larly focus on utility aware data reduction schemes where

the potential contribution of a video frame to enhancing the

quality of learning (or utility) is explicitly considered during

data reduction. Since actual utility of a video frame cannot be

computed online, we use surrogate utility metrics to decide

what video frames to keep for training and which ones to

discard. Our results show that utility-aware data reduction

schemes can reduce the amount of camera data required for

training by as much as 16× compared to random sampling for

the same quality of learning (in terms of IoU).
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1 INTRODUCTION
Safe and reliable autonomous driving will require good learn-

ing models, which, in turn, will require a large amount of

real-world training data. In general, the more training data
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available, the better the inference [7]. In order to generate

real-world training data, in-vehicle sensors can be used. Au-

tonomous vehicles are equipped with a large number of sen-

sors. These sensors (e.g., cameras, LIDARs, sonars, radars,

GPSes, IMUs, etc.) gather data about the environment in order

to recognize and track objects, as well as localize the vehicle.

Tracking and localization information is then subsequently

used along with human driver input to plan the next set of

actions for the physical vehicle. The same sensor data can

be used to train and improve learning models, by sending

data (in real-time or later) to the cloud, which then help make

better driving decisions. This sensor data for training can be

produced even by conventional vehicles which have been

fitted with sensors specifically to generate such data [6].

Unfortunately, management of this sensor data for training

and improving learning models for autonomous vehicles is

extremely challenging since the volume of sensor data, espe-

cially camera data, produced by an autonomous vehicle can

be staggering. Industry analysts expect that an average car

can produce about 4 TB of sensor data for just one hour of

driving [11], most of it produced by cameras. That is about

100,000×more than an average person’s media consumption

per day over the Internet today [12]! Both local storage and

transmission of the sensor data to the cloud for subsequent

use in training learning models can be prohibitively expen-

sive. Even if data is transmitted, sensor training data may

overwhelm cloud storage and total cost of ownership (TCO),

especially if data needs to be retained for training of future

models. Processing large amounts of sensor data for training

also has energy and latency costs.

This paper focuses on the following technical challenge

– how do we store or transmit only a fraction of video frames
produced by an autonomous vehicle (limited by storage, band-
width, or energy resources), while achieving the same quality of
learning (e.g., training) as can be achieved when all data from
the vehicles is transferred to the cloud?. Stated differently, can
we learn equally well with a much smaller amount of data if

data subsetting is performed intelligently?

Conventional schemes for data reduction (e.g., based on pe-

riodic or randomsamplingor on compression) donot consider

the utility of data for training. Such schemes may also end up

discarding data that may be crucial to learning new scenarios.
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We show that such utility-agnostic schemes, therefore, lead
to poor training when data is reduced aggressively. Instead,

we argue that data reduction schemes in autonomous vehi-

cles should be utility-aware. Such schemes explicitly consider

the utility of data for learning when making decisions about

whether to log or discard the data.

2 UTILITY AWAREREDUCTION
2.1 Definition of Utility
In general, utility is a measure of value attributed to a specific

context. Hence, in our case, for a datapoint x , its utility is a
measure of the value attributed to it supporting ‘autonomous

driving.’ More specifically, since classifiers are a common tool

to achieve autonomous driving, we use utility as a measure

to support and improve classifier training.

Let Ω= {x1,...,x |Ω |} denote the set of all the recorded data
that was available at some point in time. From this dataset we

want to select a subset S of samples (|S |≪ |Ω |), such that its
utilityU (S) is maximal, i.e.,

S∗=argmax

S ∈S
U (S). (1)

Here,U (S) is a set utility function, andS is the set of all

possible reduced sets that satisfies a set of constraints that we

care about, (e.g., the maximally available disk space).

To define the utility of data for a classifier, note that we gen-

erally care most about accuracy of a classifier on some metric

M computed byusing aheld-out test setDtest= {(x ,y∗)}which
contains pairs of datapoints x ∈X unavailable during train-

ing and corresponding groundtruth labelsy∗ ∈Y . The metric

M , e.g., accuracy, Jaccard index (also known as Intersection

over Union) etc., compares the classifier output fw (S )(x) to
the groundtruthy∗. Hence, we obtain the utility

U (S)=
∑

(x,y∗)∈Dtest

M(fw (S )(x),y∗),

where we assume that every sample can be processed inde-

pendently.

2.2 Surrogate UtilityMetrics
Unfortunately, there is lack of groundtruth for estimating

utility. In addition, even with the groundtruths, evaluating

the utility of every set S would be prohibitively expensive.

We explore several suitable per-video-frame surrogates for

data utility, which remove the dependence of the utility on

the groundtruth labelsy(x) and reduce the search space sig-
nificantly.

2.2.1 Entropy. Entropy measures the uncertainty of a distri-

bution pw (y |x) over labels y ∈Y computed by the classifier

fw (x). Intuitively, the more uncertain the classifier, the more

potential for a datapoint x to make a big impact during train-

ing.

Formally, the entropy based utility is given by

U (S)=
∑

x ∈S,y∈Y
−pw (y |x)lnpw (y |x). (2)

Class 1 Logit
Class 2  Logit 

Classifier 
Input

...
 

Class n  Logit 
Surrogate

Utility

Utility
Predictor 

Figure 1: Logits can also beused to predict a utilitymet-
ric that would otherwise require groundtruth data.

The distribution employed by the classifier is obtained from

fw (x)=argmax

y∈Y
pw (y |x) :=

exp
ˆfw (x ,y)∑

y∈Y exp ˆfw (x ,y)
, (3)

where
ˆfw (x ,y) are the logits which are transformed into a

probability distribution via the soft-max operation given on

the right-hand side. The soft-max calculation exponentiates a

real number to ensure non-negativity while the denominator

guarantees that a sum over all possibley ∈Y equates to one,

making pw (y |x) a valid probability distribution.

2.2.2 Approximate Entropy. In some cases, computation of

the entropy is not tractable because the output spaceY is too

large. For instance, for semantic segmentation of images, the

size of the output space is |Y |M , whereM is the number of

pixels in the image. This translates to, in the denominator of

Equation 3, a sumover a number of terms that scales exponen-

tially with the number of pixels. This is not computationally

tractable, so the probabilitiespw (y |x) (resp. the logits fw (x ,y))
are not computed. Instead, only M marginal distributions

(resp. their logits) are computed. In the case of semantic seg-

mentation, these marginal distributions are per-pixel. So, to

compute approximate entropy, we compute Equation 3 for

each pixel and average the results over the whole image.

2.2.3 Dropout Entropy. Previous work has shown that soft-
max based entropy does not always sufficiently represent

uncertainty of the model [3, 5, 8]. To overcome this weakness,

it has been proposed to sample multiple probability distribu-

tionspw (y |x)via inferencewithdifferent randomapplications

of dropout [5]. More specifically, dropout randomly sets deep

net activations in the computation to zerobeforepassing them

on to the next layer. Hence different probability distributions

are obtained and their variance gives us a potentially more

robust surrogate utility metric that is more costly to compute

because multiple deep net forward passes are required.

2.2.4 Accuracy. It is possible that a surrogate utility requir-
ing the groundtruth outperforms any other. For example, we

may want to use accuracy as a surrogate utility, but knowing

whether a prediction was correct requires the groundtruth.

Consider however that we would expect higher confidence

predictions, as determined by logits, to be more likely to be

accurate. To approximate accuracy, we could train some ac-

curacy inference engine offline that takes logits (available at

runtime) as input and use the predictor as shown in Figure 1.



3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Classification Task
We evaluated our data reduction strategies on an inference

engine performing semantic segmentation. Semantic segmen-

tation is the classification of each pixel according to what

that pixel represents in the image. We chose DeepLab v2 [1]

as our semantic segmentation baseline network since it pro-

vides a convenient tradeoff between accuracy and training

time.On the challengingPascalVOCbenchmark [4],DeepLab

v2 achieves a compelling 80% mean average precision (cur-

rent state-of-the-art is 89% achieved by DeepLab v3). On the

Cityscapes dataset, DeepLab v2 achieves 70.4% mean IoU

while DeepLab v3 achieves 82.1%. On our machines (nVidia

Titan Xp), training of DeepLab v2 takes 14 hours, while train-

ing of DeepLab v3 is reported to take 3.65 days using a single

GPU [2]. In addition, sources for both training and testing are

publicly available, simplifying reproducibility of our setup.

We evaluate our data reduction schemes on the Cityscapes

and Berkeley Deep Drive (BDD) datasets. To compare the

result of training the semantic segmentation engine on differ-

ent reduced data sets, we used the classical Jaccard Index [10].

The Jaccard Index, also known as the Pascal VOC Intersection-

over-union (IoU) metric is a standard on semantic segmen-

tation datasets. For a given constraint on data, we report the

maximum IoU over all training runs that used amounts of

data smaller than that constraint.

One limitation of the Cityscapes and BDD datasets is the

relatively small number of frames in these datasets (5000 and

8000 respectively). Also, the creators of the datasets already

performed some subsampling of frames when they chose

which ones to label (i.e., the frames in these datasets are not

contiguous). This reduces the perceived impact of our tech-

niques since one would expect significant redundancy across

contiguous frames generated in a vehicle. To try to account

for this, we developed a synthetic dataset using a set of over

100,000 unlabeled images that are contiguous in time and

available as a part of the Cityscapes dataset. These images

comprise the full set of images collected during drives in

Frankfurt. We labeled the images using a pretrained Deeplab

V3 model, which we tested to have a mean IoU of 78% on the

validation set, and used these labels as the ground truth. For

images that were included in the original Cityscapes dataset,

we used the given human generated labels. We used the orig-

inal Cityscapes validation set to test the models trained on

this synthetic dataset.

3.2 Utility-Agnostic Sampling-based
Camera Training Data Reduction

Our naïve reduction schemes perform utility-agnostic sam-

pling from an image stream, as shown in Figure 2. We have

blown up the image stream to show the individual images

sorted by time and then location and vice versa. This allows
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Figure 3: Surrogate utility-based data reduction
us to consider sampling based on both primarily time or pri-

marily location of the images. The format of the labels on the

reduced image streams in orange in Figure 2 is (variation type,

step size). The variation type tells us whether we order the

stream by time and then location (time), or by location and

then time (location). The step is made through the stream

with the specified order. This sampling specification format

is also used in legends in later figures.

3.3 Utility-Aware
Camera Training Data Reduction

An example of the flow for utility-aware data reduction is

shown in Figure 3. As opposed to Figure 2 where there was

no feedback from the train and test block, we now require

feedback in the form of surrogate utility data used to rank

incoming video frames. The surrogate utility computation is

appended to the inference task as described in Section 2.

3.4 Surrogate UtilityMetrics
We evaluated all the surrogate utility metrics described in

Section 2. We also trained and tested accuracy predictors de-

scribed in Section 2 using all the machine learning classifiers

available in scikit-learn [9].We then implemented the trained

perceptron and also the entropy calculation from Section 2

in Tensorflow so we could evaluate their computational cost

relative to the cost of generating logits and taking the argmax

(the baseline inference task). We used Tensorflow’s built in

profiling functionality to measure the latencies of baseline

inference, calculating entropy, and predicting accuracy.

To get surrogate utility values, we used an initial randomly

reduced training set. We chose a random reduction by 32×
for the Cityscapes and BDD datasets, and a random reduction



of 1024× for the much larger synthetic dataset. The random

reductions resulted in IoU losses of 13.6%, 12.9%, and 17% for

the three datasets respectively. These reductions were chosen

to cause a drop in IoU significant enough to differentiate the

utility-aware metrics from the utility-agnostic ones without

making the surrogate utility measurements useless. The ran-

domly reduced training sets are used to train Deeplab V2, and

then the surrogate utility values used for all the utility-aware

evaluations are generated using this trained model.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Quantifying Impact

of Data Reduction on Training Quality
Figure 4 shows the impact of naïve (utility-agnostic) sampling

schemes onmean IoU for the Cityscapes dataset. The baseline

mean IoU of the network trained without any sampling was

0.704. Random sampling (averaged over three runs with dif-

ferent seeds) resulted in performance 12% below the optimal

IoU for an 8× reduction in data. The schemes that minimize

variation in location (time, n) have similar performance to ran-

dom reduction, while the schemes that maximize variation in

location (location, n) perform better than random, with their

lines only intersecting for the lowest step size and for lower

reductions. This suggests that variation in location is more

important than variation in time for this data set. This is not

surprising since the dataset has already been sampled in time,

removing most of the potential savings. The best naïve sam-

pling scheme (location, 4) resulted in performance 8% below

the optimal IoU for an 8× reduction in data size. The large

reduction in training quality for even amodest data reduction

suggests that naïve samplingmay not be a good fit for camera

data reduction for autonomous vehicles.

Figure 5 shows the performance of utility-agnostic metrics

on the synthetic Cityscapes dataset which only includes im-

ages from Frankfurt. For this dataset, the mean IoU without

sampling was 0.651. Since all the images are gathered in the

same city, we do not report any location based results. Due to

higher density in time of the synthetic dataset, a period of 32

for the artificial dataset is equivalent to a period of ∼1 image

for the original dataset in termsof the amount of timebetween

images collected. We also see that, unlike with the original

dataset, large sampling periods now significantly outperform

random sampling formoderate amounts of reduction. At very

large and very small amounts of reduction, any set of images

collected start to look closer to a set of random images, so the

IoU is similar. This samepattern is repeatedwithutility-aware

metrics. A sampling period of 256 images results in 64× data

reduction before the IoU starts to degrade compared to IoU

without sampling. Random sampling starts exhibiting IoU

degradation (vs. no sampling) even at a 4× reduction.

We were not able to evaluate naïve metrics (e.g., (location,
n) or (time, n)) for the BDD dataset since neither time nor

location metadata is available for the BDD images labeled for

semantic segmentation. Therefore, the best utility agnostic

metric is random sampling by default, which is presented

next to the utility aware metrics in Figure 7. The IoU without

sampling on this dataset was 0.571. The drop in absolute IoU

compared to Cityscapes can be explainedmostly by the larger

number of classes. The IoUs for the car and road classes are

0.89 and 0.943 respectively for BDD compared to 0.915 and

0.970 for Cityscapes. Note that the reduction in IoU (as a func-

tion of data reduction) for random is larger for BDDcompared

to Cityscapes (∼6% compared to ∼2% at 4× reduction). This

pattern holds for other metrics as well and implies that there

is more variation in the images gathered for the BDD dataset

compared to Cityscapes, making each image relatively more

important for training.

Figure 6 compares utility aware schemes against the best

performing utility agnostic technique (location, 4) for the

Cityscapes data set. Entropy based methods perform the best

for higher data reductions, achieving almost 2× the data re-

duction for a similar drop in mean IoU compared to naïve

schemes. While this result is slightly non-intuitive given that

other intelligent metrics such as accuracy and IoU use more

information (i.e., groundtruth), it bodes well for online utility-

aware data reduction since the simplest surrogate utility to

compute also performed the best. We also note that adding a

constraint on closeness of samples in time (Entropy, 1 versus

Entropy, 4) had atworst a negative effect, further supporting a

simpler sampler implementation. We attribute the difference

in the random result from Figure 4 to the use of a different set

of random samples.

Note that at 2× data reduction, all techniques (including

random sampling) have a mean IoU within 1% of the baseline

(0.704). Ideally, mean IoUwould scale up with increasing data.

Our results suggest either a limitation in the complexity of

DeeplabV2 or in the amount of useful data in the Cityscapes

dataset. Accuracy performs slightly better than the entropy

based surrogate utility metrics at 2× reduction, achieving a

1% increase in mean IoU compared to entropy’s 0.4% increase.

Figure 7 also compares utility aware schemes to random

data selection for the BDD dataset. We see that the intelligent

surrogate metrics again achieve close to a 2× reduction in

data for the same reduction in mean IoU when compared to

random sampling. E.g., the IoU for Entropy at 4× reduction

is larger than the entropy for Random at 2× reduction.

Figure 8 shows utility aware schemes and the best perform-

ingnaïve scheme for the synthetic dataset. Similar to thenaïve

schemes, the performance of utility aware schemes relative

to random is better than it was for the smaller datasets. All

utility-aware schemes other than the accuracy based scheme

have a similar IoU to random subsetting for 16× less data.

Even the naïve metric (time, 256) performs comparably to

most intelligent metrics. These results suggest that the bene-

fits from intelligent data reduction increase with the amount

of data. This makes sense intuitively since with more data,

there is greater flexibility to make intelligent decisions.
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format quality cmpr. ratio mIoU

png N/A 1× 0.704

png8 N/A 7.8× 0.659

jpg 100 1.4× 0.704

jpg 50 22× 0.687

jpg 1 61× 0.45

Table 1: Effectiveness of compres-
sion.
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4.2 Interaction with Compression
Table1 shows theeffectonmean IoUfor theCityscapesdataset

when compression is applied by itself. Results show that large

data reductions from compressionwith significant reductions

in IoU. On applying compression before before sampling, we

found that when using entropy as our surrogate utility and

reducing the data by 8 and 4× using sampling, the reduction

inmean IoU due to compression is 1.6% and -0.6% respectively,

which is less than the 2.4% we saw without sampling. This

suggests that compression and utility-aware schemes are at

worst orthogonal, and possibly complimentary.

4.3 Validation of Synthetic Dataset
The synthetic dataset is a mix of inference generated and hu-

man generated labels. The mean IoUwhen training with only

the human generated labels is only 0.502, much lower than

the value of 0.651 when we include the inference generated

labels. This tells us that the inference generated labels are

useful for training.

We also measured similarity between inference generate

and human generated labels by looking for any bias towards

either type of image when performing data reduction with

the synthetic data set. Figure 9 shows howmany human gen-

erated labels we collect for different total amounts of data

collected. We see that the images with inference generated

labels are chosen at just about the same rate as those with

human generated labels. This suggests that the inference gen-

erated labels are just as useful as the human generated ones

for training and not more.

5 CONCLUSION
We focused on the problem of camera training data reduction

such that impact on the quality of training is minimized. We

showedthatnaivedata reductionschemes thatdonotconsider

utility of data for training have limited effectiveness. We ex-

plored utility aware data reductionwhere the potential contri-

butionof avideo frame toenhancing thequalityof learning (or

utility) is consideredduringdata reduction. Since actual utility

ofavideo framecannotbecomputedonline,weusedsurrogate

utilitymetrics to decidewhat video frames tokeep for training

andwhich ones to discard.Our results show that utility-aware

data reduction schemes can reduce the amount of camera data

required for training by as much as 16× compared to random

sampling for the same quality of learning (in terms of IoU).
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